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Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 11.11 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. However, they do provide a
good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

Mrs. McDevitt read Father’s speech from his speech book #34, titled “God’s Providence and Motivational
Sages.”

‘God’s fatherland and homeland. Where is it? Centering on Korean… Motive, process and results must be
consistent in understanding and restoring the historical fact that Adam and Eve couldn’t become True Parents.
God’s fatherland and motherland is that of Yong Myung Moon (Father’s original name), the founder of the
Unification Church, which realizes a delightful base of living with God by completing the ideal of family centering
on one tradition and one blood lineage. This is the ultimate conclusion of today. (Father whistled.)”

“Yesterday, I visited Dok Do (Dok Island) and Ulleung Do (Ulleung island). I thought Ulleung Do has flat land but I
found it so complicated, where I went for the first time. It is full of turns and twits, which reminded me of the
pioneering path of the Unification Church. Dok Do is a lonely island, and religiously speaking there is no other
religion but Unificationism which is like Dok Do (lonely). (To Mother) What time did we come back? It was 5:40
p.m. and there was a great sunset at that time. I wondered how wonderful of a morning I would have the next
day and I came here with such expectation.”

“It is only a 30-minute (flight) from Dok Do to Ulleung Do. Who will unite Father Dok Do and Mother Dok Do?
Seeing Dok Do and Ulleung Do gave me the realization again on the commence and process of God’ providence
and history.”
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